ABSENCE PROPOSALS COULD BE THE NEXT STEP IN A SICK TREND

In sickness
and in work

by Personnel Today and the
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Unions are concerned that
some company doctors have
closer links to the personnel
department than the workforce.
The move would be problematic, anyway. Only 1-in-7
workers has access to comprehensive occupational
health support at work and
only 3 per cent of companies
get top marks for their provision, according to a 2002
study for HSE(5). For many
workers, coverage amounts
to an occupational health
nurse at company HQ, a hundred miles away or more.
The current proposals for
occupational health support,
produced as part of the government’s occupational
health strategy, amount to a
telephone helpline for firms
and individuals and a small
firms advice service, but
recognise there are no more
than 2,000 trained occupational physicians and 7,500
occupational health nurses
in the UK – compared to a
network of over 38,000 GPs.
One solution could be
more resources in GP surgeries. The use of occupational
health advisers alongside
GPs can lead to dramatic
reductions in GP workload.
A January 2003 survey by
Leeds Occupational Health
Advisory Service found GP
referrals to surgery-based
occupational health advisers
led to 55 per cent of patients
saying they made fewer visits
to their GP, 30 per cent saying it helped them return to
work earlier and over 30 per
cent saying it led to “positive
action” to improve health
and safety at work(6).
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Going Dutch?

Workers have a great deal
to lose if responsibility for
signing sicknotes shifts to
employers. Holland tried it in
1997and it was a disaster, with
occupational health staff finding sicknote work supplanted
preventive occupational
health service activities.
A 1999 review of the
Dutch system concluded:
“In some occupational health
services, sickness absence
consultation even takes
almost 100 per cent of the
occupational physician’s
working time. In comparison
with a few years ago occupational physicians spend less
time on periodic health examinations, workplace surveys
and recommendations regarding work organisation
and working conditions.”(7)
The move away from
workplace based preventive
services landed Holland in
the European Court last
year (8).
The UK government has
also failed to meet one of the
minimum legal requirements
of the Framework Directive,
to ensure all workplaces have
preventive occupational
health services. Making the
occupational health services
that do exist switch their
focus to sicknote certification
will be a step further from
compliance.
Making work better

Trade unions and workers
should see the current arguments about sickness absence
as a way of raising again the
complete lack of expertise –
and action – on ill-health
caused by work in most
workplaces.
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Policing sickness absence
will lead to presenteeism,
putting workers’ health at
further risk and placing responsibility for any damage
to health firmly with
employers.
Meanwhile the cause
of a large part of workers’
ill-health, working conditions
themselves, needs dedicated
time and resources from services guided and monitored
by workers and their representatives.
The European Court ruling
on the Dutch occupational
health services system said
internal workplace-based
services allow much greater
participation by employees
in prevention work and that
this was the intention of the
Framework Directive.
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Working when sick is infectious
Are you a mucus trooper, a stoic, a
model patient, a walking epidemic or a
shirker? A January 2004 TUC poll has
found three out of every four staff have
been to work when ill.
The TUC findings, based on a
telephone poll of 1,001 people, found
that as many as one in five say they
have been to work when too ill in the
previous month, and nearly half say
they have in the last year.
TUC says that too many people may
now be going to work when they would
be better off recovering at home, rather
than infecting their colleagues.
The most common reason people
soldier on when ill is that “people depend on the job I do, and I don’t want to
let them down” (42 per cent). The poll
found 1–in–6 dragged themselves into
work because they “would have lost
pay, and couldn’t afford it” (16 per
cent).
“We are not the nation of malingerers
that some paint,” commented TUC
general secretary Brendan Barber, “in
fact we struggle into work even when
we are too ill to do so because we don't
want to let people down. It's all part of
our long hours culture. Indeed long
hours, stress and increasing workloads
make people sick.
“Of course employers will want to
deal with malingerers, but they should
also make sure that people who are
genuinely ill stay at home. The rest of
us don’t want to do extra work for those
pulling a ‘sickie’, but nor do we want to
pick up germs from colleagues or those
with whom we share overcrowded
public transport.
“The TUC’s message is don’t be a mucus
trooper. Look after yourself properly.”
Resources
TUC workSMART sickness absence guide.
www.worksmart.org.uk
Sickness absence: www.hazards.org/sickness
Rehabilitation: www.hazards.org/rehab
Work symptoms guide:
www.hazards.org/detective
Overwork: www.hazards.org/workedtodeath
Work-life balance: www.hazards.org/getalife
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